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ABSTRACT
The works in my thesis exhibition have all been made within my three years attending
The University of Mississippi and relate to my experiences traveling around South America and
various places in North America, where I observed how different cultures view power and how it
serves them. In this body of work, I looked for meaning in the process of discovery, whether it is
found in a personal, social, or regional background. The exhibition is composed mostly of
medium to large prints, in addition to some drawings and chine collé. The prints vary in size,
shape, color, pattern, mediums and all deal with the idea of energy, power and communication
and how they are connected. The purpose of this thesis is to understand different systems such as
the neurological pathways of the brain, the mechanical connection of machines, and the ways
they function. When I visualize these connections, I think about the pathways the information
travels through. In human brains it is like tiny cells so tightly bunched they create thin wires, but
the communication is done through electro-chemical stimuli. In the aluminum plate lithographs I
have shown this with black lines that travel around the picture and connect to different shapes.
These would be the neuron networks packed together, the different colors are how I imagine the
different chemical stimuli being spread. However, machines do this in a similar way but only
rely on electricity. Other means of communication such as pathways found in nature and the
natural patterns they create also interest me, for instance how animal trails connect or diverge
from each other but also lead to different places like food, water and shelter. Other people who
have explored these ideas are Mondrian in his Composition with Red, Yellow, and Blue (193542) along with Broadway Boogie Woogie (1943), and Marshal McLuhan in Understanding
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Media: The Extensions of Man (1964). Questions that kept popping up are: Where do these ideas
come from? How do we break the tradition of older forms of communication and bridge a gap to
newer ones? The various processes in printmaking have allowed me to explore many different
ways of making art and see which ones bring more success than the others. I don’t always want
to confine the viewer to thinking what I’m thinking. I want the viewer to be able to make up their
own ideas or stories.
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CHAPTER 1
CONCEPT

These prints reveal what is below the surface layers of things printed on a microscopic
scale. The process of making images pushes me beyond the familiar to the unknown. I focus
attentively on the small details and layers until I am able to have the image push and pull on the
paper. For me, this is when I have broken past the flat static paper that the image is on, and the
print starts to breathe, vibrate, and disseminate back into the paper. What I aim for when the
image is being viewed is not the knowledge of facts, but leading the viewer to see the artworks in
a visionary way. This perception can be described as a heightened state of awareness, during
which it is easier to be receptive to the subtleties of space and forms. My goal is to free the
viewers mind from fixed thoughts and meanings. I hope to bring this into printmaking using a
variety of line quality, color, and what photographers call visual “noise”. I use lots of what wood
carvers call “chatter”. I use lots of “chatter” to avoid blank spaces in the image. I also use it
because it makes the main focus of the artwork more alive and gives it sheen. Because straight
lines have always signified rules and rigidity to me, I often use curving lines to convey what
nature does. Some of the straight lines connect as in a panopticon, which to me refers to the way
that we can organize our thoughts and maximize efficiency.
Horizontal lines suggest a feeling of rest or grounding. Often the horizon line can give the
viewer a perspective of seeing things from a distance. I use horizontal lines to convey a
relationship of things floating or emerging from the land and mind. I try to use these in
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conjunction with strong vertical lines that give a feeling of grandeur. Vertical lines extend the
reach of human touch, as seen in tall trees, obelisks, and cathedrals. These are also used to give
the viewer a feeling of being in something larger than they can see.
With these two types of line I am able to create forms that have a solid base while also
extending out into space in numerous directions. This is another way I move the viewer’s eye
around. Curving lines generally represent movement or slopes. In some prints I use curved lines
that converge into one point; for me this suggests a feeling of fast movement and energy that
goes to or from one single point. This also pulls the viewer into the picture-plane and creates an
illusion of space that one could enter into. I often use colors in my prints to represent thoughts.
Tan, for example, often represents the desert, while pinks, purples and oranges can represent the
transition of the sunlight to the darkness of the night. I like to use darker blues and blacks to
represent coldness of wintertime. In select prints, I have used many of these color groupings to
display sequences of time. They are in rectangular blocks that cover the paper and reference days
of the calendar. Some of these rectangles overlay one another showing the constant changes in
the world.
My work concerns the sources of energy and power and how they are mapped out and
connected together. In these images I am representing how energy is transformed into
information and how it is exchanged. In the past I have drawn and printed compositions with
electrical wires and poles, that were all connected to a central station. This electrical station acts
as a mainframe and information center. By doing this I am trying to show similar levels of
complexity in the human mind, and how we attempt to solve problems by creating direct
solutions or inventing new pathways to navigate. Marshal McLuhan wrote in Understanding
Media: The Extensions of Man (1964) and The Medium is the Message (1967) about how all
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media are an extension of human faculties. Electric circuitry, according to McLuhan, is an
extension of the central nervous system. In my artwork I do this by using a variety of line
qualities that hint at fast movement and connectivity. The silver and transparent layers I use in
my prints help to reflect light and give the viewers’ eyes the sense of speed with which that
information is being spread. I also use colors that are transparent in order to reveal things hidden
in the lower layers. These upper layers help transform the atmosphere and the lower layers are
integrated with the background. In the prints that have a human presence, I have tried to integrate
the human form into the technological forms as well as the layering of color.
I have always wanted change to be an essential part of my work. Much of our perception
relies on sight, what is happening before our eyes. We take what we see at face value, but
science has shown that real things change more rapidly than we realize. For example; Planck
Time, as described by William Brown in the Resonance Project1 informs us that reality oscillates
between form and the pure energy state at the rate of 10^44 times per second. “Things” are not
fixed in time and space, but constantly moving and changing locations. By looking at the outer
form, what is happening internally is often missed. I want the viewers to see the layers of color
and line as I build them. For me this shows the process of constant change, where everything is
always in motion. By deconstructing what we know and see and applying science we split reality
down into key parts to find its essence. By doing this we can show how this inner magical world
reflects the outer world. To some extent it’s like an echo, or an “off” reflection.

1

The Resonance Project is a project that many scientists are working in to understand the intricacies of the universe.
Information can be found at: www.wakingtimes.com/2014/04/16/proof-human-body-projection-consciousness/ and
resonance.is
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CHAPTER 2
PROCESS

When I begin making a work of art, and after the various materials have been gathered
and examined, I start pushing the limitations of the paper to make areas concentrated with color
and textures. By making decisions on how each material is used and what it can do best, they can
be arranged into different forms. By simply reacting to the media used, whether it is wood,
metal, mesh or stone it is possible to start making marks and add layers upon layers. Quite often
this is done with only a blueprint of an idea, and the media involved directs it to the right path
until it becomes what I meant it to be. This goes hand and hand with the Automatic Drawing
process2; only the difference is the time frame and today’s materials. This sequence works
toward the discovery of a solution rather than the manifestation of a preconceived concept.
Printmaking takes longer than drawing and the choices are more numerous. Creating multiples in
various colors, the prints are able to change their message or messages. Having worked with
various materials, it now seems that each has a “direction” to lead me.
Because each variety of wood is different, the process of carving can be suggestive and
often illuminating. Once the revetment has been shaved away to reveal the under-grain, I can see
what the natural grain has in store and am able to work with it, rather than against it.

2

Automatic drawing was developed by the Surrealists to express the subconscious or even the animalistic side. The
hand is allowed to move randomly across the drawing medium and is applying chance as a means to free the mind
from rational control.
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Intaglio prints have the largest number of techniques and are the most versatile for
creating images. I like the processes of etching, aquatint, soft ground, hard ground, white ground,
drypoint, lift grounds, open bite and spit bites. When using copper plates I first mask off the
entire plate with an acid resist. Typically I use ashphaltum or a mixture with beeswax. This is
then heat-set onto the surface and let cool so it will grasp the copper and harden. After this has
fully set up I am able to start creating my imagery. I take my sketch and transfer it onto the metal
either by using iron oxide or transfer paper. After the image has been transferred I can use my
scraping tools such as a Whistlers Twist, needle tool, burnisher and roulette to take away the
protective layer I just put on it. By doing so I am revealing the parts of the copper that are to be
etched away with ferric acid. This is done in an acid bath in timed intervals. After etching the
plate I then can take it out and take away more of the ashphaltum. By doing this in differently
timed sequences I am able to achieve darker and lighter line qualities rather than just dunking it
in the acid once. After all the line work with the hard ground is finished I can go on to other
methods of etching with either soft ground or aquatints. The soft ground is used for adding
textures to different parts of the copper or for making softer and/or fuzzier lines. Once that has
been done I can then do the aquatinting. This is when the artist applies rosin, spray paint, or even
silkscreen filler in very small dots. These dots then are masked off and put in the acid bath for
timed intervals as well, starting with lighter and going to darker and darker. Each time you want
a different tone you must stop-out the area and then reapply acid. By using these processes in the
different orders, you will create a different image as the acid destroys the metal at the same rate.
So by doing this in the order I have just explained, you will get the image to look the most like
what you had in mind to begin with.
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Many of the techniques listed at the beginning of this paragraph are minor variants in the
three basic ways of making an intaglio print. However drypoint is different in that it requires no
acid, but it will produce fewer prints than an etching unless it has been steel-faced. Steel facing is
created when the artist puts the copper plate into an aqueous solution with steel and then
electronically binds the steel onto the copper via electrolysis. This is the exact same method the
Egyptians used on some of their artwork. We just discovered it thousands of years after they did.
Silkscreens employ the use of a fine fabric such as silk, nylon or polyester to create the
image. The fabric is stretched onto a frame like stretching a canvas and then areas are blocked
out. The artist uses a squeegee or brush to apply the ink onto the surface below. I make my
silkscreens with polyester fabric and emulsion that hardens under blue light. To create the final
image, I use images that I have either drawn or created on the computer. The benefit of this
process is the speed that they can be made. Some people have been known to create up to 3,000
prints in one hour with this method. Another benefit is that the ink commercially produced for
screenprints dries rapidly. Depending on the humidity in the air, they can dry anywhere from one
minute to ten minutes.
Lithography is a method of printing that differs from the other processes due the chemical
reaction of the surface. This is a planographic method that works because of the repelling
qualities of oil and water. This is different than other methods of printing where the medium has
different levels of plate height. What attracts me to lithography is the ability to capture the
spontaneity of the pencil drawing and brush strokes. This method of printing can have the
greatest range in tone and reproduce the directness of the artist’s hand. The surface of the metal
plate or Bavarian stone must be perfectly flat so that the drawn image can rest on it and print
evenly. The process of lithography involves using a greasy crayon or tusche, a diluted greasy
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substance, which will accept ink and block those areas from receiving the diluted acid. After
etching the stone or plate several times the image is securely bound to the surface. Once this has
been achieved the image is ready to be printed. When this has been done correctly, an
experienced lithographer has the ability to make thousands of prints without the image varying.
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CHAPTER 3
HISTORICAL REFRENCES

I began using line more intensely after looking at some of the Old American Master
printers such as Whistler. Whistler’s line shows the inhabitants of the docks, depicting their lives
and the rather dreary parts of London. The people in these prints are reflections of the filthy
quagmire of low-paid workers who lived and worked in the underbelly of the great city. For
example, Whistler’s Thames Set etchings convey the complexity of city life as well as life
pictured in the serene and calm scenes within the city. The open waters in these images convey
multiple interpretations: such as the parts of life where things may be easy, but also its
mysterious and unpredictable possibilities. He also suggests the strange side of life where
humans are vulnerable to an ever-changing world. These waters, next to docks and buildings are
rendered so immaculately that the viewers’ eyes are pulled into and all around the picture plane.
It’s as if Whistler shows the viewer the lower levels of the world that lies around him without
any idealization or illusion. Rather, he gives the audience an abundance of visual candy with soft
tonal variations and rhythmic lines depicting the realism of each thing.
Another large influence for me has been M.C. Escher. What I like about Escher’s work is
how he is able to use simple lines to describe such complex forms, which then build on each
other to create unreal spaces. The way he was able to do this was with lots of perspectives that
would overlap from different viewpoints around the picture plane. This way he could optimize
the 2-dimensional nature of the paper and use it to create impossible constructions of architecture
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unobtainable in a 3-dimensional world. By making these into prints he was able to share his
work with a wider audience that included artists and also mathematicians and scientists as well
as people with a fondness for skilled draftsmanship.
In his lithograph titled Concave and Convex from 1955, Escher uses a perspective that is
equal but opposite on the right and left sides of the picture. From the right side of the picture the
viewer is looking up onto a scene depicting elements of interior and exterior places. But from the
left side one looks down onto the image and out through the windows into the town from a
higher vantage point. By using different values and a slight change in angles he is able to
harmoniously push the same shapes into different perspectives as seen in the pillars on the right
and left side of this print. You can also see what would be an impossible walkway if you follow
the staircase in the right side. It goes up just like any normal staircase would, but at the top you
are now walking upside down and are on a walkway that is the underside of the room with
arched windows. In other prints he defied gravity in even more radical ways, such as
antigravitational inventions that are self-powered (Waterfall 1961). Another nuance that I like
about this picture is how the vertical centerline juxtaposes these 2 differing perspectives in a
symmetric image that could be folded into each other and fit together like a pop-up book. This
print is said to have taken him even more time then most of his work up to this point3. Even with
all the pre-drawings and diagrams ready, it took over a month. Here is a quote about this print to
his friend Bruno Ernst:
“Just imagine, I spent more then a whole month, without a break, pondering over that
print, because none of the attempts I made ever seemed to turn out simple enough. The
prerequisite for a good print-and by “good” I mean a print that brings a response from a fairly

3

Seckel, Al. Masters of Deception: Escher, Dalí & the Artists of Optical Illusion. New York: Sterling Pub., 2004.
Print. Pg 88
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wide public quite incapable of understanding mathematical inversion unless it is set out
extremely simply and explicitly-is that no hocus-pocus must be perpetrated nor must it lack a
proper and effortless connections with reality. You can scarcely imagine how intellectually lazy
the “great public” is. I am definitely out to give them a shock, but if I aim too high, it won’t
work.”
During the early 1920s Escher was looking into crystallography and how these patterns
of nature were able to form into immaculate shapes. These shapes are constructed with smaller
polyrhythmic structures that are put together to form a larger puzzle exhibiting isosymmetry, but
still maintaining the skeletal form of the geometric shapes based on the “heaven and hell” tiling
patterns. He worked on these for years and created hundreds of patterns. In the lithograph,
Reptiles (1943) he created an image that pays homage to classical trompe l’oeil (French for “fool
the eye”) such as done by the Old Dutch masters and Americans such as William Harnett and
John Peto. They painted still life pictures of ordinary objects one sees everyday that tell a story.
However, Escher uses this image, Reptiles (1943) to explore the idea of the 2 dimensional
picture plane representing 3 dimensions. It depicts reptiles morphing from a sketchbook to a real
creature by using tessellation patterns. In this he also pays respect to Dürer with the same
dodecahedron in the Melancolia (1514) print. Escher also pays homage to Mucha who created
the logos for JOB cigarettes. The cactus and succulent show the natural mathematics of nature
and how they form these tessellations also. This layout gives a story of Escher telling us what he
was interested in and who he admired, it is not just random items of accumulation. These items
tell a story and give you an idea of what type of person Escher was through his collections of
items he used to draw from.
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Lastly, another artist who has influenced my work, especially in the realm of color is
James Lesesne Wells. He decided to enhance the color rather than to focus on the details. He
went from having a much more realistic style to adopting more of a primitive overtone with huge
areas of black ink or bright flat color. He specialized in printmaking and learned some great
techniques, such as mixed media with screen-printing layered with painting, and etchings over
paint washes. He used this method in his mastery of white-line woodcuts. This is when lines are
carved out of the block to reveal the white paper and colors are printed on the positive area of the
wood. He liked to use this technique because it heightened the colors and the effect of the line.
Some of his woodcuts have been compared to the rosary windows in churches when they
become illuminated.
James Wells focused on painting figural works that depicted either some passage in the
Bible or an ultra-modern version of the struggle and hope for the American dream. He also
created images about industrial themes and workers such as Van Gogh depicted. His work has a
profound humanistic and religious spirit that illuminates something deeper within. Although
some critics may say his work is loose, I think his quality of marks are full of tight fitting designs
with strong bright colors that give even more focus to the human dilemmas that he recognized.
Some critics say Wells favored an Expressionist style, while other critics said he favored
the German Expressionist, or Primitive style, or Cubist style. However, I don't think it's really
favoring one or the other. He used all these styles to vary the marks, color and imagery available
in two-dimensional mediums. By using simplified forms, brilliant colors, rich blacks, grays, and
line-work in his woodcuts, etchings and linoleum prints he was able to produce multiples of
these images and attract people to his artwork in greater numbers. Many of these works were
culturally based, either through his ancestry, friends, or events in his lifetime. Many times Wells
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is referred to as an American pioneer in the printmaking world, because his prints had such a
rugged graphic quality.
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CONCLUSION
While making this body of work my research has led me to feel that patterns continually
change and become more complicated the further you look into them. For me, taking a few steps
back and looking at the smaller details, I notice the larger changes they create as a whole and
sometimes this whole is what is more important. This not only can help the viewer see what it is
I’m referencing but also help me understand the larger picture in which things come together for
me. I now feel that that the medium of printmaking, however important it is, is not the only
means to express the complex nature of my personality and work. By using other mediums I will
be able to create images that exceed what printmaking is able to do on its own. I also will be able
to incorporate these different mediums into my prints. Thus, I will be able to make art that
depicts a larger view of what I see and connects with a greater variety of people.
The exhibition, Machine Dreams, was about building layers upon layers and looking at
how communication, power and networks all work together and grow bigger. I looked at how
machines and humans have similar connectivity and I juxtaposed them together into my prints.
Some of them refer to the panopticon, others show the new way that we view ourselves through
technology.
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IMAGES
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Figure 1
Machine Dream 1
Relief Print and cut out
Image Size: 29 x 20

This print was printed on Archers grey paper with orange and pink as the first layers, then a blue
wood grain was printed over that. After that paper was printed I used a sheet of Stonehenge
Rising that had a pattern in yellow printed as the first layer. Followed by the yellow are a green
relief print and then a blue relief print. After the print had dried I cut out shapes of the
Stonehenge and used spray adhesive to glue the two sheets together.
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Figure 2
Machine Dream 2
Relief Print
Image Size: 29 x 20

This print was printed on Stonehenge Rising paper with purple as the first color to be used. The
second color is a teal color that was printed on wood grain, followed by a dark blue. The dark
blue color is of radiating blue lines that merge in the middle of the image.
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Figure 3
Machine Dream 3
Relief Print
Image Size: 24 x 18

This print was printed on Stonehenge Rising paper with a slightly metallic green as the first layer
and then a slightly metallic blue on the second layer.
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Figure 4
Machine Dream 4
Intaglio Print
Image Size: 24 x 18

This print was printed on Hahnemühle etching paper. This copper plate was first covered in
ashphaltum and then line etched for various time intervals. After that I used a white ground to
create the different painterly effects that make it look like it is underwater. Then I used my
burnisher to remove the white ground from inside some of the line engravings to give it a white
finish. To print the copper I used vine black ink mixed with bone black ink, easy wipe, gel
medium and a small amount of setswell.
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Figure 5
Machine Dream 5
Relief Print and Cut Out
Image Size: 24 x 18

This print was done on Stonehenge Rising and Kitakata. The bottom layer is printed with
transparent red-pink ink and has two layers of dark blue printed over that. I then cut out the
Kitataka paper and attached it by magnets to hold it together.
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Figure 6
Machine Dream 6
Relief Print
Image Size: 30 x 22

This print was printed on black Stonehenge paper. I used an acrylic medium to make the texture
of the image, which was pressed into wood, smeared with paper and then painted on. The ink I
used was silver ink with a small amount of transparent base.
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Figure 7
Machine Dream 7
Relief Print
Image Size: 24 x 36

This image is two prints that are shown side by side. They both have an orange base color that
has had the block worked reductively and additively. I first cut the block out and then used glue
to go back over the block. After this I printed over them with a wood grain in blue ink. Then on
the left side of the print I printed lines over that in a transparent green. To finish both sides I
printed a transparent pinkish-red over it all.
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Figure 8
Machine Dream 8
Relief Print
Image Size: 29 x 20

This print was printed using the same block twice. I first printed the darker layer, which is a
mixture of black ink, silver ink, rust red ink and a very small amount of transparent base. The
second layer was printed with pure silver ink.
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Figure 9
Machine Dream 9
Relief Print
Image Size: 36 x 72

I tiled the same print on different types of paper to make this print. I used Mullberry paper,
Kitakata paper, Kinwashi paper and Rayon Unryu paper. The prints were made by first printing
the brown color on two different wood blocks. I then printed the teal color over the brown on
half of the image on 3 sheets of paper. The final layer of paper only had brown printed on itß and
was laid over the middle print.
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Figure 10
Machine Dream 10
Relief Print and cut out
Image Size: 24 x 18

This print has three different layers of paper. The bottom layer of paper is printed on Arches Tan
and has red-pink, blue, and silver lines. The middle sheet of paper is printed on Stonehenge
Rising and has been printed in yellow and had the pattern cut out to reveal the layer below it. The
top layer is a sheet of Rayon Unryu that was printed on with a woodblock in teal. This paper is
so thin it reveals the layers below.
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Figure 11
Machine Dream 11
Relief Print and cut out
Image Size: 24 x 18

This print has two different sheets of paper, both being made from Stonehenge Rising. The base
layer is printed with a bright yellow pattern and then with a very transparent purple over that.
The second paper is a wood cut that was cut out in certain spots in order to reveal the layers
below it. Spray adhesive was used to adhere the two sheets of paper together.
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Figure 12
Machine Dream 12
Relief Print and cut out
Image Size: 18 x 24

This print has two different sheets of paper, both being made from Stonehenge Rising. The base
layer is printed with a metallic green and then printed with a transparent blue over it. The second
paper is a wood cut that was cut out in several spots in order to reveal the layers below it. I used
spray adhesive to stick these two sheets of paper together.
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Figure 13
Machine Dream 13
Relief Print, Lithograph and cut out
Image Size: 18 x 24

This print has two different sheets of paper; the bottom layer is Arches Grey paper the one on top
is Stonehenge Rising. The base layer is printed with pink, orange, teal, purple and a black
lithograph plate. The second sheet of paper is printed in black and white with cut out sections to
reveal the print below it. Spray adhesive was used to stick these two prints together.
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Figure 14
Machine Dream 14
Relief Print and cut out
Image Size: 18 x 24

This print has two different sheets of paper, both are printed on Stonehenge Rising. The base
layer is printed with pink, orange, yellow, teal and transparent white. The second sheet of paper
is printed in black with cut out sections to reveal the print below it. Spray adhesive was used to
stick these two prints together.
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Figure 15
Machine Dream 15
Relief Print and cut out
Image Size: 29 x 20

Print made with two different sheets of paper, both are printed on Stonehenge Rising. The base
layer is printed with purple, teal, and blue. The second sheet of paper is printed in transparent red
and blue with cut out sections to reveal the print below it. Magnets were used to space these
prints away from each other in order to create a shadow on the bottom sheet of paper.
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Figure 16
Machine Dream 16
Lithograph
Image Size: 36 x 52

This print is made up of 4 lithographs all tiled next to each other. These lithographs were made
using ball-grained aluminum plates with tusche, crayons, alcohol and water. The paper used was
Stonehenge Rising for three sets, Arches Tan for one set and Archer Grey for one set.
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Figure 17
Machine Dream 17
Relief print
Image Size: 24 x 18

Printed on Stonehenge Rising with four colors. The colors in this order, pink, metallic blue, teal,
and orange. All colors were printed from woodblocks.
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Figure 18
Machine Dream 18
Relief print and cut out
Image Size: 29 x 20

Print is made on two sheets of paper, both being Stonehenge Rising. The bottom layer is printed
with a bright yellow. The other sheet of paper was first printed in purple and then cut out and
used to make other prints in silver. Magnets were used to space out each layer and have it so
there is a cast shadow on the bottom sheet of paper.
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Figure 19
Machine Dream 19
Relief Print
Image Size: 24 x 18

This print was made on Arches Tan paper. First using a transparent orange color of wood grain
to print with. Next I printed with a transparent pink of another wood grain and followed that by a
transparent teal that has lines cut out and pasted on the wood block.
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On December 16th 1987 David Bradway was born in Salt Lake City, UT. He attended
public schools in Salt Lake City and began making prints in High School under his teachers
Sergeant Morris and Steve Case. Upon leaving high school Bradway went to Utah State
University in Logan City and enrolled as an art student. During the summer of 2007 he worked
for Jim Dine under direction from his aunt Ruth Lingen in Walla Walla, WA, and lived in
Switzerland for one month having a group graphic design show at the National Olympic
Museum. The summer of 2008 he decided to go to work in Walla Walla, WA for a second time,
only this time returning to his hometown of Salt Lake City. The Amity Art Foundation awarded
him a grant and a residency at the Saltgrass Printmakers studio. After this, Bradway continued
his education at The University of Utah under Justin Diggle receiving his B.F.A. in printmaking
in 2010. Following his degree he decided to make t-shirts and posters while working as a
snowboarding instructor. Then in 2012 Bradway left the west and went to Oxford, MS and was
accepted into the graduate program to pursue a Master of Fine Art degree under Sheri Rieth.
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